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Subject : Unilateral view desisting from existing policy towards
claims payment of ON/OFF employees by llc - PCS'
MH - Asset.

Respected Sir,

At a very high frequency, claims of ON/OFF employees are made RIO

which is in line with the existing policies. These causes severe

harassment as their to & fro passage claims remain blocked for 14 to
28 days.

In the recent past these unruly unilateral view of I/c - PCS, MH asset

were brought to the notice of ED, after necessary advice, they were

stopped, off-late again these unfortunate practice have surfaced.

The I/c - PCS must understand the amount of uncertainties faced by
offshore employees, they don't even get their wages in full i.e. "Hard
duty Allowance", how tough it is working in installation aging more
than 25 years, the amount of risk involved, the prevailing level of
frustration, the logic applied in slashing the claim and making RIO

attribute to human torture.

REF. :ONGC/KS/ 44/2014

To,
The Director - Offshore,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharti, Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

The Directo"r - Finance,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharti, Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.
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Your esteemed authority is requested to advice the concerned
authority to look into the matter and take necessary action, as things
are already blowing out of proportion. If things do not roll back to
normalcy within seven days of issuance of this letter, we will be left
with only choice of resorting to Hunger Strike in all offshore
installations.

9c
General Secretary

Copy to :

&Kr*- ED - MH Asset, ONGC, WOU, V. Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai
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GGM - COF, ONGC, WOU, V. Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai
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